This study aims to explain stability of the spread of AIDS through treatment and vertical transmission model. Human with HIV need a time to positively suffer AIDS. The existence of a time, human with HIV until positively suffer AIDS can be delayed for a time so that the model acquired is the model with time delay. The model form is a nonlinear differential equation with time delay, SIPTA (susceptible-infected-pre AIDS-treatment-AIDS). Based on SIPTA model analysis results the disease free equilibrium point and the endemic equilibrium point. The disease free equilibrium point with and without time delay are local asymptotically stable if the basic reproduction number is less than one. The endemic equilibrium point will be local asymptotically stable if the time delay is less than the critical value of delay, unstable if the time delay is more than the critical value of delay, and bifurcation occurs if the time delay is equal to the critical value of delay.
Introduction
AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) is symptoms of diseases caused by decreasing immune system because of HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus). HIV/AIDS in Indonesia was discovered firsly in year 1987. It can be transmitted many ways which can be classified into vertical and horizontal. HIV/AIDS transmission horizontally is direct contact with individuals HIV infected through sexual contact or using injection together. On the other hand, vertical transmission can result from direct transfer of HIV/AIDS from an infected mother to an unborn or newborn offspring [1] .
Statistical data of AIDS epidemic in Indonesia according to its transmission factor shows that the most HIV infections occur through sexual as many as 35.671 cases , injecting drug users as many as 8.462 cases , and vertical transmission (mother to child) as many as 1.506 cases. In 2003, there were 2.685 HIV cases have been reported. Approximately 90.000-130.000 Indonesian people living with HIV can be estimated that there are 2.250-3.250 babies born infected with HIV. Kementrian Kesehatan Indonesia in 2012 data shows that from 43.624 pregnant women tested for HIV, there are 1.329 (3.01%) of pregnant women suffer positively HIV [2] . Accordingly, the discussion about the AIDS epidemic through vertical transmission need to be considered. Study about mathematical model of HIV/AIDS transmission from mother to child or vertical transmission with SIPTA ( susceptible -Infection -Treatment -Pre AIDS -AIDS ) model by [3] and [4] . Individuals with HIV and AIDS can be treated with treatment to strengthen the immune system so that [5] use SITA (Susceptible-Infected-Treatment-AIDS) model at their paper. Other study [6] analyses about vertical transmission and gives the assumption of a time delay in humans infected by HIV who need time to positively suffer AIDS.
Along with the development and based on previous study, the AIDS epidemic through treatment and vertical transmission with time delay in human infected by HIV to suffer AIDS need to be considered. Therefore, this study will establish the AIDS epidemic model through treatment and vertical transmission with a time delay. Then, analyze the stability of the equilibrium point at the free population of HIV-AIDS infection and endemic.
Discussion

Model Formulation
AIDS is caused by HIV. HIV-AIDS ttransmissions can through horizontally or vertically transmission. WHO distinguished the symptoms of human with HIV-AIDS positively become major and minor symptoms. Human who has suffered major and minor symptoms can be called Pre-AIDS or ARC (AIDS Related Complex). ARC is a disease syndrome caused by HIV but has not been included in severe AIDS. Furthermore, the immune system decreases until suffer positively AIDS. That is characterized by suffer serious disease [7] . Until now, there is no medicine that can cure AIDS [8] , so there are still individual deaths due to AIDS. Treatment for human infected by HIV-AIDS is a treatment which aims to strengthen the immune system.
In this study, Mathematical model of the AIDS epidemic the population at time t is divided into five compartments. They are susceptible, infected, treatment, pre-AIDS, and AIDS. Susceptible is free infected HIV-AIDS populations. Infected is HIV-infected population. Individuals who are included in infected are susceptible individuals who has horizontal transmission by infected individuals in a population of treatment, pre-AIDS, or AIDS. Individuals who were born from mothers infected HIV-AIDS (vertical transmission) and live included in Infected .Treatment population is HIV-AIDS population who are doing the treatment. Pre-AIDS is an HIV-infected population who has symptoms of AIDS before suffer positively AIDS. While AIDS is a population that suffer positively AIDS.
Then, the following assumptions were used to simplify the model:
 Population is constant and closed. It means the increase or decrease of population occurred only because of birth and death.  The population is homogeneous, it means that everyone has the same risk to be infected by HIV.  Individual who was born from mothers infected HIV -AIDS and die was ignored.  Transmission of HIV-AIDS through sexual contact occurs in individuals in susceptible to individuals in Infected, treatment, pre -AIDS, or AIDS.  Transmission of HIV-AIDS by using inject together was ignored.  The death occurred due to natural mortality in each class and death due to AIDS.  No individual is cured of AIDS.  Individuals in pre -AIDS and AIDS class were isolated, it means that each individual in the class limit themselves to have not had sexual contact with other individual classes.
The variables and parameters which were used in this study: , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
Based on the real problems and the assumptions, the AIDS epidemic could be described in the following flow diagram:
Figure 1. Flow diagram of the model
In the assumption, individuals in pre -AIDS and AIDS class were isolated. So that, from the Figure 1 and the assumptions, we can get the following system of differential equations:
By the infection rate per unit time is Individual transfer from the Infected (I) population to AIDS (A) population was not only affected by the time (t), but also influenced by the time delay (τ) so the system (1) in proportion form became:
by the infection rate per unit time is
The following are the equilibrium points obtained from the system (2). Theorem 1.
i. If 0 i  , then the system (2) has a disease-free equilibrium point 0 ( , , , , ) (1,0,0,0,0)
ii. If 0 i  , the system (2) has an endemic equilibrium point 1 ( *, *, *, *, *)
The ( , , , , ) s i p h a point is the equilibrium point system (2) if 0 ds di dp dh da dt dt dt dt dt      . The system
(2) can be written, 
. After that, from (2c) and (2d) can be obtained
.Then,
was obtained by (2e) equation. So, it is proved that the system (2) had an endemic equilibrium point 1 ( *, *, *, *, *) E s i p h a  .
Basic Reproduction Number
The basic reproduction number was determine during next generation matrix. In this model, the infected class is , , , i p h a class, so the differential equations are used:
(1 ) (1 ) 
Furthermore, it will be indicated that no Eigen values of the linear system at the point had real part zero (complex Eigen values 4  3  2  1  2  3  4  5  5  4  3  2  1  2  3  4  5 0 cos sin
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Based on the Routh Hurwitz criteria, zero-makers from the equation (4) is negative if there are no change at the sign of the first column in the Routh for these parameters. The existence of time delay in the model of AIDS epidemic did not affect the stability of the endemic equilibrium point, but it only affects the behaviour of solutions in towards the endemic equilibrium point. The behaviour of the solution is shown in Figure 4 .(a), (b), (c), and (d) that towards to the endemic equilibrium point after about t = 25, t = 30, t = 50, and t = 100. This shows the effect of time delay only make the behaviour of the solutions slow towards to the endemic equilibrium point. In other words, the time delay only make slow down the AIDS positive symptoms from individuals infected HIV to be suffer positively AIDS.
Numerical simulation of the model
Conclusions
Based on these discussions, the model form of condition, the disease-free equilibrium point local asymptotically stable. In the other hand, the endemic equilibrium point will be local asymptotically stable if the time delay is less than the critical value of delay, unstable if the time delay is more than the critical value of delay, and bifurcation occurs if the time delay is equal to the critical value of delay.
